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INTRODUCTION

The ability to control and utilize the flow light have attracted mankind practically

from its origins. It is also the cornerstone of many fields of the contemporary scien-

ces. Early scholarly explorations, for example, lead to formation of the classical

optics, which is behind a great deal of phenomena we encounter and use every day.

Optical experiments were also the key ones which nurtured the quantum-mechanical

description of the world around us. In other words, light–matter interactions enable

us to probe and understand the laws of nature in more and more intricate ways.

By pushing our ability to control optical interactions towards the nanometer scale,

we can open up new perspectives and take advantage of them. But since the 19th

century it has been recognized that there is a natural and fundamental limitation

which prohibits focusing of free-space light into an area of size smaller than the

wavelength. Fortunately, with the aid of nanoscience and nanotechnology, this limit

has been bypassed and the multidisciplinary fields of nano-optics and nanophotonics

emerged. The key to this development was plasmonics — the science of light which

interacts with metals.

The main goal of this dissertation is to introduce plasmonics from several points

of view. To gradually build up the knowledge necessary for understanding all the

important concepts of that field and then present how these concepts can be utilized

to create useful devices or to discover novel phenomena. Chapter 1 deals with the

subject of enhanced scattering and absorption processes, which accompany the ex-

citation of plasmons in nanostructured metals. Chapter 2 is devoted to applications

of plasmonics. We will first introduce the most common approaches to fabrication

of plasmonic nanostructures. Then, the concept of plasmonic antennas will be des-

cribed. In the next three chapters, we will introduce three separate studies where

the unique properties of plasmonic nanostructures are put to use. Chapter 3 will

elucidate how gold nanorods, having their plasmonic response tailored to match

the emission bands of nearby upconversion nanocrystals, influence the polarization

state of the emitted light. It also contains a section concerning an important aspect

of metasurface development, namely, the quantitative measurements of the phase

distribution of the electric fields altered by a metasurface. This is all supplemented

by a brief survey of experimental techniques which are commonly used in plasmo-

nics. Chapter 4 is centred around the concept of active tunability in plasmonics.

Two studies employing the VO2 as an active component of a metasurface will be

presented. In the first one, gold disc nanoantennas are interfaced with a VO2 film

and their plasmonic resonances is actively tuned by ultraviolet light pulses. In the

second one, epitaxially grown VO2 nanobeams themselves act as the nanostructured

plasmonic element. The resulting metasurface can be operated as light modulator or
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even as a switchable quarter-wave plate in the telecommunication wavelength range.

In chapter 5, we consider the possibility of using nanotechnology and plasmonics

to endow photochemistry or electrochemistry with new prospects. The fundamen-

tals of electrochemistry are described first, with emphasis on its connection to the

solid-state physics and explanation of the most relevant voltammetric techniques

and experimental setups. What follows is a detailed study of hot-electron effects

on photochemistry at semiconductor–metal interfaces of electrochemical electrodes.

The presented findings confirm that plasmonic effects can be detected using electro-

chemical methods and that rational engineering of the nanostructured electrodes can

lead to unusual charge-separating effects in the plasmonically active system. The

whole thesis is then closed with a chapter filled with concluding remarks and ideas

for future work, which have naturally emerged from all the findings presented here.
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1 PLASMONICS

1.1 Models of dielectric function

The complex dielectric function was established as the single entity that describes

the response of nonmagnetic materials towards electromagnetic fields. The most

straightforward method how to obtain the dielectric function of a particular mate-

rial should be a spectroscopic measurement in reflection or transmission configura-

tion. Indeed, in some special cases, even a simple reflectance measurement will give

very accurate and correct results. In general, however, the complex nature of the

dielectric function requires much more sophisticated ellipsometric measurements [1].

Theoretical calculations are therefore an important and useful complement, as they

provide not only the values of 𝜀(𝜔) but also insights into the physical mechanisms

behind its form. In principle, the dielectric function is theoretically determined by

calculating how the charge distribution inside the medium changes when its atoms

or molecules respond to the local fields (influenced not only by the driving field but

also by the polarized matter around). These interactions can be modelled on many

levels of approximation. The most sophisticated approach includes many-body cal-

culations of current–current correlation functions within quantum field theory using

so-called Kubo formula [2]. Although this method can provide insights into the

unique optical properties of some unusual materials, it requires large computational

resources and produces meaningful results only when provided with correct input

parameters that are often very hard to estimate. Fortunately, classical models are

more than appropriate in most situations. In these models, the atoms or molecules

in a medium are represented by classical harmonic oscillators that are driven by an

incident electromagnetic wave. As there are many types of solid state matter, there

are also many types of dielectric polarizations and naturally also many types of clas-

sical models that can represent them (Sellmeier, Cauchy, Tauc-Lorentz, Gaussian

etc.) [1]. But two oscillator models stand out as the most widely used. Drude model

describes polarization of materials containing free carries and it is widely used to ex-

plain optical properties of metals. The Lorentz model, on the other hand, describes

the response of semiconductors and dielectrics, i.e., materials with bounded charge

carriers. Furthermore, slightly modified Lorentz model can be used to describe the

intricate details of the response of metal particles and thus it is very relevant also

in the field of plasmonics [3–7].
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1.2 Localized surface plasmons

Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are two-dimensional, dispersive electromagnetic

waves propagating at the interface between a conductor and a dielectric. When the

resonance condition is fulfilled, a special kind of SPPs is formed — non-propagating

collective oscillations of electron plasma along the interface called surface plasmons.

But if the interface is spatially restricted in the lateral direction, like in the case

of metallic nanostructures, another class of non-propagating excitations of electron

plasma can be formed.

Take a spherical particle made of material with dielectric function 𝜀(𝜔), with

radius 𝑅, immersed in the medium with dielectric function 𝜀d and illuminated by

an electromagnetic plane wave. If the particle dimensions are much smaller than

the wavelength of light in the surrounding medium (𝑅 ≪ 𝜆), retardation effects are

negligible (i.e., the phase of the harmonically oscillating incident electromagnetic

field is practically constant over the whole particle). Calculation of the fields inside

and outside the particle can then be simplified into finding a solution to the quasi-

static problem of a particle in a homogeneous field and only appending the harmonic

time dependence to that solution at the end. The electric field E of an incident

electromagnetic wave induces polarization of free electrons and the attraction coming

from much heavier — and therefore motionless — ionic cores then gives rise to a

restoring force. Such behaviour is very similar to the model of Lorentz oscillator. In

the present case, the problem can be solved using Maxwell’s equations, which give

us the induced dipole moment inside the particle as [8]

p = 𝜀0𝜀d4𝜋𝑅3 𝜀(𝜔) − 𝜀d
𝜀(𝜔) + 2𝜀d

E = 𝜀0𝜀d𝛼E. (1)

Apart from the polarizability, which can be used for demonstration of the reso-

nant nature of LSPs, one can also use Maxwell’s equations to obtain the distribution

of the electric field inside and outside the sphere [8]

Ein =
3𝜀d

𝜀(𝜔) + 2𝜀d
E, (2a)

Eout = E +
3n̂(n̂ · p) − p

4𝜋𝜀0𝜀d

1

𝑟3
≡ E + Esca, (2b)

where n̂ is the unit vector and 𝑟 the distance in the direction towards the point

of interest, where the fields are evaluated. The resonance in the dipole moment

p, represented by Eq. (1), thus implies also the resonant enhancement of both the

internal field and the field outside the particle Eout, which can be separated to the

incident field E and the scattered field Esca. Moreover, the factor 3n̂(n̂ · p) − p

suggests that the field profile has a character of a simple electric dipole [9]. These
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properties are illustrated with the aid of numerical calculations in Fig. 1a, which

shows a map of electric field enhancement |Ein/out|/|E0| calculated in the vicinity

of a silver nanoparticle (NP) illuminated close to its resonant wavelength. When

translated into intensity enhancement, values above 50 can be observed in the deeply

subwavelength regions. Such nanofocusing ability is one of the most important and

useful attributes of metallic nanostructures with many practical applications, as will

be shown in the next chapter.

Closely connected with the large field enhancement is yet another attractive

feature of metal NPs — enhanced efficiency with which they scatter and absorb

incident light. To characterize this process, so-called scattering and absorption cross

sections 𝐶sca/abs can be defined as fractions of the total power 𝑃sca/abs [W] scattered or

absorbed by a particle and the incident source intensity 𝐼inc [W m−2]. In quasi-static

approximation, these characteristics can be calculated using specific energy fluxes

corresponding to the electromagnetic fields associated with an oscillating dipole [10]:

𝐶sca ≡
𝑃sca

𝐼inc
=

𝑘4

6𝜋
|𝛼|2 =

8𝜋

3
𝑘4𝑅6

⃒⃒⃒⃒
𝜀(𝜔) − 𝜀d
𝜀(𝜔) + 2𝜀d

⃒⃒⃒⃒2
, (3a)

𝐶abs ≡
𝑃abs

𝐼inc
= 𝑘Im(𝛼) = 4𝜋𝑘𝑅3Im

⃒⃒⃒⃒
𝜀(𝜔) − 𝜀d
𝜀(𝜔) + 2𝜀d

⃒⃒⃒⃒
. (3b)

Two important aspects can be observed: First, both processes are strongly enhan-

ced whenever the plasmon resonance condition is fulfilled, in the same manner as

the electric field and polarizability. Second, there is a significant difference between

scattering and absorption processes in terms of scaling with the NP radius: For

very small NPs, the major part of the incident power is absorbed in their volume,

whereas for larger particles, electromagnetic waves are mostly scattered. In Fig. 1b

is demonstrated how the scattering cross-section resonance of 50 nm silver NP at

410 nm coincides with the enhanced dipolar electric fields at its poles. The absorp-

tion cross-section, on the other hand, is much smaller and it spectrally coincides

with the penetration of the electromagnetic fields into the NP around 𝜆0 = 350 nm.
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Fig. 1: (a) Electric field enhancement in the vicinity of a silver NP with (𝑅 = 50nm),

with the characteristic dipolar shape. The map was calculated by finite-difference time-

domain solver Lumerical for 𝑦-polarized wave propagating along 𝑥-axis with 𝜆0 = 410 nm.

The dielectric function of silver was taken from Ref. [11]. The slight asymmetry of the field

is a characteristic of a system beyond quasi-static regime. (b) Spectral dependence of the

electric field enhancement along 𝑦-axis (at 𝑥 = 0) for the same NP. Normalized scattering

(red line) and absorption (grey-shaded area) cross-sections from the same simulation are

overlaid over the spectral map as well.
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2 APPLICATIONS OF PLASMONICS

2.1 Fabrication of plasmonic nanostructures

A typical nanoengineering workflow consists of three key processes: theoretical des-

cription, nanofabrication, and experimental characterization. The production cycle

usually starts with an idea that is followed by theoretical calculations or numerical

simulations in order to find an initial guess for the nanostructure shape and dimen-

sions. Once the device has been fabricated, its performance can be then tested

experimentally, and the results can be used in the next optimization cycle. To ex-

ploit the most advanced concepts in plasmonics and to be able to proceed through

several rounds of optimization, one must be able to reliably produce high-quality

nanostructures with good repeatability. Fortunately, the nanofabrication tools have

experienced a rapid development in the past decades, driven primarily by the semi-

conductor industry.

Electron beam lithography (EBL) is the workhorse of nanofabrication. It makes

use of an electron-sensitive polymer layer (resist) that is spin coated onto a sam-

ple and which is then selectively irradiated by a sharply focused electron beam to

accurately define the desired geometry. After the resist development, deposition of

a plasmonic film, and the final lift-off process, nanostructures with sub-10 nm fea-

tures can be produced [12]. Although powerful and very popular, this method has

several drawbacks. First, EBL is unsuitable for fabrication on large scales (>1 cm2)

because of its serial nature and low throughput (on the order of 10−10 m2 s−1) [13].

Other challenges are associated with the lift-off process, which does not allow pro-

duction of nanostructures with large height-to-width ratio, or challenges related to

the necessity of working only on conductive substrates.

Focused ion beam (FIB) milling is a technique that can be considered the inverse

of EBL. Instead of depositing plasmonic material only on the pre-patterned locations,

it is based on local sputtering of metal films by a tightly focused beam of Ga+

or He+ ions scanning over it. FIB is the ideal technique for production of very

narrow slits inside optically thick metal films [14]. Moreover, it can be used for

nanostructuring of single-crystalline metal flakes and thus for producing high-quality

nanostructures [15]. The major disadvantage of FIB milling is even lower throughput

than in the case of EBL (on the order of 10−13 m2 s−1), which precludes this technique

only for prototyping tasks [16]. Although some of the limitations of EBL and FIB

have been partially overcome by soft lithography [17], nanoimprint lithography [18],

nanoskiving [13], or template stripping [19], new methods are still investigated in

order to find faster or more versatile ones [20].

An alternative to the aforementioned top-down methods is naturally the bottom-
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up approach [21]. On the smallest scale, it is represented by colloidal NP synthesis,

where the atoms themselves can be the building blocks. Due to its versatility and

scalability, colloidal synthesis is an essential method for production of metal NPs

with controllable size, shape, material composition, or surface termination [22].

Although free NPs in their native colloidal solutions have found their use in

biosensing [23, 24], water treatment [25], or drug delivery [26], there are many ap-

plications which require immobilized and precisely placed NPs. In this respect,

unfortunately, the bottom-up methods are still no substitute for the precisely con-

trolled top-down techniques. Nevertheless, several concepts for guided self-assembly

of NPs have been developed. Arguably the most important are the combined met-

hods, which take the best of the two worlds — the high quality and versatility of

colloidal NPs, and the high level of control and precision of the top-down patterning.

In principle, they rely on guided self-assembly of the colloidal NPs onto substrates

that are pre-patterned by some sort of a lithographic process. This leads to spatial

organization of NPs with controlled interparticle distances and mutual orientations.

The driving stimuli can be chemical ones (based on spatially modified surface groups

or attached molecules [27,28]), electrostatic ones (based on spatially charged insula-

ting layers [29–31]), or topographic ones (based on modified surface topography and

utilization of capillary forces during the solvent evaporation [32–34]). When the pre-

cise spatial positioning of NPs is not that important, but their mutual orientations

are, so-called hierarchical self-assembly methods usually come into play. These are

based on self-assembly not onto the substrate, but on some sort of guiding scaffolds

like DNAs, proteins, or block copolymers [35–37]. The last method we will mention

here is optical printing, where optical gradient forces acting upon NPs result in the

mechanical manipulation of dielectric particles and their subsequent stable optical

trapping [38–40]. Recently, after the trapping of not only dielectric, but also metal

NPs was demonstrated, this technique was quickly adapted for fabrication in the

field of nano-optics.

2.2 Plasmonic antennas

All light–matter interactions at nanoscale suffer from a large mismatch between the

wavelength of light and size of the quantum objects that can absorb or emit light

(atoms, molecules, quantum dots, etc.). Because of that, the interaction of light

with nanoscale objects is very weak and the absorption/emission rates are very low.

Plasmonics can be used to circumvent this issue with the aid of strong local fields

around metal nanostructures that facilitate efficient coupling of radiation to and

from the quantum objects (see Fig. 1). Radio-frequency (RF) engineering had to
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deal with the similar mismatch problem in order to achieve the wireless transmission

of signals. In that particular context, it meant to overcome a mismatch between the

size of a macroscopic electrical circuit and the free-space wavelength corresponding

to the signal frequency. This was achieved by connecting a resonant LC circuit to

a wavelength-sized antenna, designed to effectively convert electrical signals into

radiation and vice versa. In optics, the same concept can be applied — the role of

the optical nanoantennas is then played by plasmonic nanostructures [41]. Large

absorption and scattering cross-sections enable nanoantennas to collect electromag-

netic energy from the incident radiation with very high-efficiency. The near-field

enhancement allows the transfer of most of that energy into small volumes in the

vicinity of the nanoantenna. This is a key point for applications of nanoantennas:

Focusing light into nanoscale volumes can be used in energy harvesting schemes,

like in photovoltaics [42–45] and in photodetection [46–48]. Intense electromagnetic

fields are also necessary for nonlinear light generation [49–51] and for heat gene-

ration [52–54], a simple yet powerful feature connected with metal NPs which has

vastly improved magnetic storage technology [55]. Plasmonic nanoantennas have

also been established as nanophotonic building blocks — funnelling energy into wa-

veguides [56–58] or controlling the flow of light while acting as modulators [59–61].

Plasmonic nanostructures can be also used to enhance interactions of light with

matter, both on the emission and the absorption side. This has been utilized in

plasmonic lasers [62–64] and also in detection of molecular vibrations via surface-

enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [65] or surface-enhanced infrared absorption

(SEIRA) [66,67].
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3 PLASMONICS FOR

CONTROL OF LIGHT

3.1 Plasmonics for polarization control

One of the important applications of plasmonics is its use to enhance and control

light emission from nanoscale sources (see section 2.2). Lanthanide-doped upcon-

version nanocrystals (UCNCs), which can absorb NIR light and emit VIS light via

an anti-Stokes process, are the perfect examples of such nanoscale light sources [68].

Due to their tunable spectral characteristics and exceptional photostability, UCNCs

have become a popular fluorescence material in applications like biosensing [69], bi-

oimaging [70], or photovoltaics [71]. However, UCNCs often suffer from low emission

efficiency and strong luminescence quenching. Although many chemical and physi-

cal methods have been developed to overcome these weaknesses, one of the most

effective approaches is to couple UCNCs with plasmonic materials supporting loca-

lized surface plasmon resonances. Moreover, plasmonic nanostructures can strongly

influence also the polarization state of the upconversion (UC) fluorescence [72]. This

effect could enable polarized fluorescence imaging and thus greatly enhance its sen-

sitivity and detection limits.

To study the polarization of plasmonically modulated UC luminescence we used

core-shell-satellite hybrid nanostructures made of gold nanorod (GNR) core, SiO2

shell, and Yb3+ and Er3+ doped CaF2 satellite nanocrystals, which can be seen

in Fig. 2a. The UCNCs were synthesized via a sodium co-doping co-precipitation

route and had an average diameter of 7.5 nm [74]. GNRs were grown in an aqueous

solution via seed-mediated route [75]. Their dimensions were finely tuned by ani-

sotropic oxidation, resulting in the nominal length and diameter of approximately

82 nm and 32 nm, in order to align their longitudinal and transverse plasmonic re-

sonance wavelengths with the red (660 nm) and green (540 nm) emission bands of

the UCNCs, respectively (see Fig. 2b). If the UCNCs were attached in direct con-

tact with the GNRs, the excited activators (Er3+ ions) could undergo nonradiative

decay due to energy or charge transfer to the metal NPs. This could diminish the

luminescence enhancement or even quench it. To systematically investigate this ef-

fect, the UCNCs were attached on the surface of GNRs covered with dielectric SiO2

spacers of varying thicknesses ranging from 9 nm to 35 nm, which were prepared via

modified Stöber method [76]. The UCNCs were later attached to them simply via

electrostatic attraction to form the hybrid nanostructures. Their emission intensity

was then measured in the solution phase using fluorescence spectrometer (Edinburgh

Instruments FLS900), as shown in Fig. 2c. The maximum intensity enhancement
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Fig. 2: (a) Transmission electron microscope image of GNR core, SiO2 shell, and Yb3+

and Er3+ doped CaF2 satellite nanocrystals. (b) Ensemble emission spectrum of bare

CaF2:Yb
3+, Er3+ nanocrystals (red) and ensemble absorbance spectrum of bare GNRs

in water (blue). (c) Emission spectra of bare UCNC nanocrystals without GNR together

with the spectra of hybrid nanostructures with varying silica spacer thickness 𝑑. The

concentration of UCNCs in all samples was fixed at 0.32mg/mL. (d) Luminescence en-

hancement factors extracted from (c) for both green and red emission bands as a function

of the silica spacer thickness. Adapted from [73].

factor for green UC emission was threefold (for silica spacers about 20 nm thick),

while for the red UC emission it was even almost sevenfold (Fig. 2d).

Once the plasmonic enhancement was verified by the measurements, the polariza-

tion state of the plasmonically enhanced UC emission was studied on a single-particle

level using dark-field microscopy. First, the hybrid nanostructures with 19 nm silica

spacer were drop-casted onto a glass slide. The scattering measurements were car-

ried out with a conventional 100 W tungsten lamp as a white-light source and with
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Fig. 3: (a) Polar plot of scattering intensity of the hybrid nanostructure as a function

of the analyzer angle. (b) Selected SEM image of a single hybrid nanostructure that was

used in the experiments with the labelled axes for orientation of light polarization. (c,d)

UC emission spectra obtained as the analyzer angle was varied from 0 to 2𝜋 under the

excitation polarization (c) parallel or (d) perpendicular to the long axis of the hybrid

nanostructure. Adapted from [73].

an imaging spectrometer as a detector. A broadband polarizer (so-called analyzer)

was placed in front of the spectrometer input slit and rotated in 30° steps to deter-

mine the polarization state of the scattered light. After the polarized single-particle

spectra of several NPs were acquired, the sample was subsequently imaged by a

scanning electron microscope (SEM) to exclude any clustered nanostructures and

to verify their orientation. The results confirmed the typical dipolar scattering pat-

tern with very high degree of polarization (DOP) corresponding to the longitudinal

plasmonic mode of the GNR, which can be regarded as an oscillating electric dipole

parallel with the long axis of the GNR (see Fig. 3a,b). With this information at

hand, a 980 nm laser was introduced through a dichroic mirror into the light path of

the microscope and its polarization was aligned either parallel or perpendicular to

the long axis of the hybrid nanostructure, based on their previously acquired scatte-
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Fig. 4: Polar intensity plots extracted from the UC emission spectra in Fig. 3. (a, b)

Excitation polarization parallel with the hybrid nanostructure — (a) green and (b) red

emission band. (c, d) Excitation polarization perpendicular to the hybrid nanostructure

— (c) green and (d) red emission band. The lines in the polar plots are cosine-squared fits

of the experimental data. The calculated DOPs are shown in the top right corner of each

polar plot. Adapted from [73].

ring pattern. The polarization state of both red and green UC emissions was then

investigated using a rotating analyzer (Fig. 3c,d). From these polarization-resolved

spectra, the polar intensity plots were extracted for the green and red emission band

(Fig. 4). The results clearly show that the interplay between the two emission bands

of UCNCs and the two orthogonal plasmonic modes of the GNR strongly influences

the polarization state of the emitted light. Under parallel excitation, both green

and red emissions follow the polarization pattern of the scattering by the bare GNR

itself, albeit the DOP of the green emission is slightly reduced. Under perpendicular

excitation, the red emission is still polarized along the long axis of the GNR like in

the previous case, but surprisingly, the green emission pattern (again with somehow

lowered DOP) is now oriented in the direction perpendicular to the GNR long axis.

Although the polarized laser used for excitation could, in principle, impose its pola-

rization on the UC emission, it was verified, that such an effect alone cannot account
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for the observed DOP. Because the UC emission comes predominantly from the NCs

located in the regions of high electric fields, and because the position of these regi-

ons is determined by the mutual orientation of the nanorod axis and the excitation

polarization, it is logical to presume that this will be the dominant factor in the

polarized emission. This was supported by a set of numerical simulations and it is

also in line with a theoretical description within the framework of Förster resonance

transfer theory that was also developed in our work (for details, refer to [73]).

The results presented in this section demonstrate how interactions between the

emission dipoles of the UCNCs and the plasmonic dipoles of the GNRs determine

the polarization state of the UC emission in various situations. This effect was

elucidated using both numerical simulations and theoretical description. Because

the concept of plasmonic polarization control is universal for a range of emitter–

enhancer combinations, it can be used for accurate control of polarization of light

emitted from all sorts of nanoscale light sources, as demonstrated in the studies

which followed [77,78].

3.2 Plasmonics for phase control

In the previous section it was shown how plasmonic nanostructures facilitate the

control over polarization of light emanating from nanoscale emitters in their vici-

nity. But plasmonic nanoantennas can also mould the flow of light due to their

phase-altering properties. To assess the performance of metasurfaces and compare

their characteristics to predictions coming from numerical simulations, it is useful to

have an ability to quantitatively assess the phase distribution of the electric field in

the sample plane. This process is usually referred to as quantitative phase imaging.

There are, however, only few methods adequate to this task – ellipsometry [79],

scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscopy [80], or spectroscopic interfe-

rometry with either continuous [81–83] or pulsed light sources [84–86]. Each of them

has their own drawbacks and limitations — some are slow, some work only in limited

spectral windows, and almost all are restricted in their ability to measure the light

phase from large sample areas at rates that would match the switching speeds of

tunable metamaterials. Within this project, we have utilized coherence-controlled

holographic microscopy (CCHM) for quantitative phase-imaging of plasmonic meta-

surfaces. CCHM, which is based on the technique of off-axis holography, provides

unambiguous phase information from the whole field of view and thus overcomes

the necessity for lateral sample scanning. It is also fast and can be applied even

in in diffuse environments [87–89]. Although it is conventionally used for fast mo-

nochromatic imaging of live biological samples using incoherent light sources, when
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equipped with a tunable laser it is able to perform spectrally resolved imaging of

plasmonic nanostructures.

The ideal way how to demonstrate the capabilities of any new method is to use it

for analysis of some well-known benchmark sample. Simple plasmonic nanoantennas

with a single dipolar resonance are the excellent candidate for this role as the light

scattered by them exhibits a phase shift of 𝜋 between the low- and high-frequency

side of the resonance. Therefore, a set of arrays of silver disc-shaped antennas with

diameters ranging from 50 nm to 200 nm were fabricated using a conventional EBL

(see Fig. 5c). The strong dipolar plasmonic resonance modes of the nanodiscs were

identified in the measured VIS and NIR extinction spectra (Fig. 5a). The experi-

mental data were also verified by the complementary FDTD numerical simulations,

which were in very good agreement, concerning the inevitable fabrication imperfecti-

ons and inherent minute oxidation of silver (Fig. 5b).

The central result of this study is a set of CCHM images of the amplitude and

phase distribution in the sample plane, acquired while the illumination wavelength

was swept in the 10 nm steps across the whole accessible spectral range of the ho-

lographic microscope. Several examples of the resulting phase images are shown

in Fig. 5d (top), where one can observe a rapid phase flip which moves toward

arrays filled with larger discs (and with resonances at higher wavelengths) as the

illumination wavelength increases. To better visualize the information contained in

the phase images, we have extracted the average phase value for each array at all

measured wavelengths and plotted the resulting spectra in Fig. 5e (while compen-

sating for a small background signal by subtracting the phase outside the arrays).

Apparently, the phase measured by CCHM exhibits an S-shaped flip from positive

(above resonance) to negative values (below resonance) and goes to zero in both

regions far from the resonance. That is in contrast with considerations based on a

classical model of simple resonant systems, where the scattered phase changes mo-

notonically from 0 to 𝜋 (with 𝜋/2 at the resonance) [7]. This seeming discrepancy

has two main reasons. First, it is the additional phase acquired due to propagation

of the scattered waves through the microscope. Second, it is the fact that CCHM

works with a superposition of the scattered fields with the original reference wave.

The resulting total phase image thus depends on the relative amplitudes and pha-

ses between these two fields. When both these aspects are incorporated into the

theoretical description of the CCHM image formation, the experimental data can

be fully reproduced, as it is shown in Fig. 5d (for more details see Ref. [90]). Note

that the only external input of our model is the optical response of the individual

metasurface building blocks calculated by the FDTD method. To make a quanti-

tative comparison with the experiment, the average phase from each array in our

calculated images was extracted and the resulting spectra were plotted in Fig. 5f.
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Fig. 5: (a) Experimental and (b) FDTD-calculated extinction spectra of silver nanodisc

arrays on glass. Both show characteristic plasmon resonances that red-shift with increasing

disc diameter (indicated by line colours). The experimental extinction in (a) has been

calculated by the formula 1− 𝑇/𝑇REF, where 𝑇 is the transmission through the nanodisc

array and 𝑇REF is the transmission through the bare substrate. (c) The sample consisted of

silver nanodisc arrays (blue squares), control arrays made of off-resonance nanostructures

(yellow squares), labels and alignment markers (green squares). Diameter 𝑑 of nanodiscs

(in nm) is denoted in each blue square; pitch of all arrays was fixed as 2𝑑. (d) Quantitative

phase images of silver nanodisc arrays at a selected subset of illumination wavelengths,

measured in CCHM (top) and theoretically calculated (bottom). Scale bars are 20 µm. (e,

f) Spectra of the total field phase at nanodisc arrays of various dimensions extracted from

the full set of measured CCHM images (e) and from numerical simulations (f). Adapted

from [90].
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Although there are slight discrepancies in terms of amplitudes and spectral positions

of the phase spectra, overall, our model satisfactorily reproduces the experimental

data, with their characteristic S-shaped phase flips in the vicinity of the disc reso-

nances. The capacity of our theoretical model to reliably predict and interpret the

outcomes of the measurements facilitates the use of CCHM for design of plasmonic

devices with complex functionality, namely for direct inspection and verification of

inner workings of metasurfaces based on new and unexplored concepts.

To sum up, we have established CCHM as a real-time, wide-field, and quantita-

tive light-microscopy technique which enables 3D imaging of electromagnetic fields.

Its ability to provide complete information about both intensity and phase renders

it a powerful tool for performance assessment of all kinds of phase-altering meta-

surfaces. After we presented the current state-of-the-art methods for light phase

imaging, we demonstrated the use of CCHM in analysis of a sample made of well-

known plasmonic disc-shaped nanoantennas, where the phase of transmitted light

can be easily predicted and controlled. We than showed that the obtained phase

images can be directly related to the optical properties of the metamaterial buil-

ding blocks. The proposed theory constitutes a general framework for the use of

holographic microscopy in metamaterial phase analysis. As a proof of concept, we

demonstrated 3D phase mapping of wavefronts behind a plasmonic focusing meta-

surface based on the principle of the Fresnel lens.
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4 TUNABILITY IN PLASMONICS

4.1 VO2 for optical modulation

Optical response of plasmonic nanostructures can be controlled by interfacing them

with some sort of active phase-change medium in their vicinity. No matter whether

the MIT triggering signal is optical, electrical, thermal, or magnetic, the modulated

LSPR response is necessarily transient — it reverts to its initial state together with

the active substrate as soon as the external stimulus is removed. It is thus very

challenging, unfortunately, to realize persistent and non-volatile LSPR tuning, which

is a feature more than desirable for practical applications. We studied a possible

solution to this problem using a model hybrid system of gold nanodiscs on top of

a thin VO2 film, which was controlled by ultraviolet (UV) light pulses and external

heating (see the schematic in Fig. 6a). Thin VO2 films with nominal thickness

of 50 nm were prepared on glass substrates by PLD from a vanadium target with

subsequent annealing in an oxygen atmosphere. Arrays of gold nanodiscs (diameter

𝐷 = 80–210 nm, height ℎ = 25 nm, pitch 𝑝 = 500 nm) was fabricated by conventional

EBL (see a representative SEM image in Fig. 6b).

The optical response of the arrays was measured in an IR microscope (Bruker Hy-

perion 2000) coupled with a Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer (Bruker

Vertex 70), while the whole sample was attached to a temperature-controlled heating

stage and was reversibly cycled across the MIT. Extinction spectra were then calcu-

lated from the transmission data as 1 − 𝑇/𝑇REF, where 𝑇 is transmission through

the array and 𝑇REF is transmission through a reference region without the nanodiscs.

Representative extinction spectra for an array of nanodiscs (𝐷 = 130 nm) are shown

in Fig. 6c, with a substantial blue shift of the strong dipolar plasmonic resonance

apparent as the system is driven across the region of strong electron correlations

(30 ∘C to 80 ∘C). By fitting the extinction spectra, we can find the resonance wave-

length and thus visualize its hysteresis as a function of the substrate temperature

(Fig. 6d). It is obvious that the evolution of the LSPR directly tracks the phase

transition of the underlying film and that it can be used as an optical marker for

changes of the local optical properties of the phase-change material.

Apart from the external temperature, UV light pulses can be used to trigger the

insulator-to-metal transition from the prepared initial state because VO2 has strong

absorption in the UV range. The sequential UV pulses progressively increase the

areal density of the metallic phase in the VO2 film, the average dielectric response

of the film is changed accordingly, and naturally also the LSPR is shifted. After

sufficiently long illumination time, the metallic “nanopuddles” percolate and the

VO2 film is in the full metallic phase [92]. In the context of non-volatile memory
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Fig. 6: (a) Model of a hybrid plasmonic phase-change device. An array of periodic Au

nanodiscs fabricated lithographically on a thin VO2 film deposited on a SiO2 substrate.

Optical extinction measurements are conducted while successive UV-light pulses pump

the VO2 film into new states. The device is mounted on a temperature-controlled stage.

(b) Plan-view SEM image of Au nanostructures patterned on a 50 nm thick VO2 film. The

scale bar is 1 µm. (c) Temperature-dependent extinction spectra for gold nanodiscs (𝐷 =

130 nm) on VO2 driven through a heating cycle with a temperature increment of 0.5 ∘C

around the phase-transition temperature. (d) Plasmon resonance hysteresis curve for the

same structure extracted from (c). The black squares and red circles are the measured

results for heating and cooling cycles, respectively, while the black and red solid lines are

sigmoidal functions fits to the measured data. The green double-headed arrow defines the

thermal hysteresis width. Adapted from [91].

applications, the key point is the presence of hysteresis during the phase transition,

which enables persistent tuning of the LSPR. To demonstrate this feature, we pushed

the VO2 film into a strongly correlated metal state by maintaining the whole sample

at temperatures around 𝑇MIT. The system was then illuminated by successive UV

light pulses and after each such pulse the extinction spectrum of the array was

measured. Figure 7a shows how the LSPR is modulated by a set of UV pulses with

constant power density while the whole hybrid system is kept within the MIT region

(65 ∘C and 68 ∘C). The LSPR wavelength extracted from each extinction spectrum

as a function of cumulated illumination time exhibits a substantial blueshift during

the first few pulses, followed by gradual saturation even for very long additional
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Fig. 7: Persistent optical tuning of LSPR by UV light pulses. (a) LSPR wavelength of Au

nanodiscs (175 nm in diameter) on a VO2 film (50 nm thick) as a function of the cumulated

illumination time by a set of UV pulses with constant power density (90mW/cm2). During

the measurements, the whole sample was thermally latched at two different temperatures

within the MIT region (65 ∘C and 68 ∘C) and also well below and above it (27 ∘C and 77 ∘C).

Each of the first three pulses was 10 s long. They were followed by another two 15 s long

and the last 45 s one. (b) LSPR wavelength shift for the same sample as a function of a

pulse’s power density (for a single 10 s long pulse). (c) Modulation of the refractive index

of a bare VO2 film. The data were extracted from fits of measured ellipsometric spectra

for the sample held at 65 ∘C which was illuminated the same way as in (b). (d) LSPR

wavelength evolutions during cooling cycles that started from varying initial temperatures

𝑇0. The black squares are the resonance positions through the preceding heating cycle.

The solid lines are sigmoidal fits to the measured data points. Adapted from [91].
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UV illumination times. Such behaviour contrasts sharply with results of the control

experiments performed well below (27 ∘C) and above (77 ∘C) the MIT, where the

LSPR shows no sensitivity to the UV illumination. This observation provides some

strong evidence that the correlated state is an indispensable prerequisite for the

persistent optical LSPR tuning. Figure 7b shows results of a similar experiment

where the LSPR modulation is achieved by UV light pulses now with constant

duration (10 s) but with varying power density. A large blueshift and subsequent

resonance saturation can be again observed the power density of the UV pulses

increases. To verify that the observed shifts were related to the altered dielectric

response of VO2, we used spectroscopic ellipsometry to characterize a bare VO2

film under the same illumination protocol which was used for the hybrid plasmonic

system. Refractive index of the VO2 was then extracted from fits of the ellipsometric

data by a sum of Gaussian and Lorentz oscillators. The results shown in Fig. 7c

reveal a gradual decrease of the refractive index in the wavelength range of interest,

which explains the observed blueshift of the measured LSPR wavelength.

The presented experiments reveal how the LSPR is “pinned” to the wavelength

defined by the initial state of the VO2 film. Subsequent UV light pulses persistently

drive the LSPR towards blue-shifted resonance wavelengths as more and more VO2

domains are switched from the insulating to the metallic state. The details of the

system evolution after the triggering impulse fades away is an essential piece of in-

formation, especially with respect to practical long-lasting memory devices. This

topic is studied in Fig. 7d, where the LSPR wavelength is plotted as a function

of temperature during several cooling cycles starting from different initial tempera-

tures 𝑇0. The key observation is that the LSPR wavelength does not depend on

the instantaneous temperature, but it exhibits yet another hysteresis that depends

on the entire history of the VO2 substrate. This behaviour is an optical-frequency

analogue of the voltage–current response of VO2 in memristive memory devices [93].

Although UV pulses few tens of seconds long had to be used here, the phase tran-

sition dynamics of VO2 is not intrinsically restricted to such slow time scales: The

absorbed UV photons in the present experiment cause both transient local heating

and electronic excitation, leading to formation of new metallic nano-puddles in the

insulating VO2 host and thus driving the film towards formation of the full metallic

phase. If the UV energy density is high enough to cause the transition to occur

by local heating, the reversion from the rutile metallic state to the insulating state

could require nanoseconds to microseconds. If, on the other hand, the UV light pulse

is ultrashort [94] and the transition proceeds primarily through electronic excitation

to the recently observed metallic monoclinic state [95], the complete transition cycle

could then occur on a picosecond time scale with no need for a structural phase

transition. Such ultrafast optical triggering, along with the possibility to trigger
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the phase transition by hot-electron injection — a process that can also occur on a

sub-picosecond timescale when driven by femtosecond laser pulses [96] — make our

hybrid design a viable one also for practical applications.

4.2 Epitaxial VO2 metasurface

VO2 thin films can be prepared by various deposition processes. Their properties

and surface morphology then of course strongly depend on the growth technique,

pressure, temperature, and substrate [97]. Interestingly, in some cases it turned out

that instead of the conventional polycrystalline thin films, the VO2 grows in form

of separated laterally confined nanobeams [98–100]. Such an extraordinary growth

pattern was associated with minimization of surface energy during vapor–solid gro-

wth process, which leads to preferential formation of otherwise thermodynamically

unfavourable facets that form the nanobeams [101]. In our work, we employed a

similar strategy and we performed a single-step PLD onto an a-cut (1120) face of

a sapphire substrate. The unique combination of the in-plane lattice strains and

relaxations than enforced an unusual growth pattern onto the VO2.

The resulting morphology of the nanobeams was evaluated using SEM and AFM,

which both revealed a strongly anisotropic polycrystalline structure with grains

about 100–200 nm wide, 1–2 µm long, and 40 nm high (see Fig. 8). The AFM mea-

surements also provided evidence for a close-packed arrangement of the nanobeams,

highlighting the self-limiting nature of the epitaxial growth along the [0001] direction

of the sapphire substrate. The crystal orientation of the nanobeams with respect

to the substrate was then identified by room-temperature X-ray diffraction (XRD).

From a standard 𝜃–2𝜃 XRD scan (Fig. 8d), it is evident that the nanobeams have a

preferential orientation of (200) on the a-cut sapphire, which confirms their epitaxial

nature [103].

Optical properties of the VO2 nanobeam layer were fully investigated using pola-

rized FTIR spectroscopy. In Fig. 9a, the measured extinction spectra are presented

for both insulating (RT) and metallic (80 ∘C) state of the VO2. At RT, the dielectric

nature of the nanobeams leads to high transmittance (>80 %) across the whole NIR

spectral range (from 700 nm to 3 µm). Their elongated shape manifests itself as the

small anisotropy at predominantly VIS wavelengths. Much more interesting varia-

tion of the optical properties can be observed when the nanobeams are metallic: For

the incident light polarized parallel with their long axis, a monotonic increase of the

IR extinction is obvious, similar to what can be seen in the conventional isotropic

VO2 thin films [104]. For the light polarized perpendicular to the nanobeams, howe-

ver, we observe a broad extinction peak centred around 1.5 µm that we ascribe to the
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Fig. 8: (a) SEM and (b) AFM images of the epitaxial VO2 nanobeams on a-cut sapphire

substrate. Scale bars are 0.5 and 1 µm, respectively. The arrows denote the crystallo-

graphic directions of the substrate surface. (c) Typical AFM height profile measured

across the VO2 nanobeams in (b). (d) Room-temperature XRD spectrum of the same

sample with diffraction maxima labelled in grey. Note the iron peak comes from a small

part of the beam hitting the sample stage. Adapted from [102].

excitation of LSPR. This plasmonic behaviour is a direct consequence of the lateral

confinement of the conduction electrons in the metallic nanostructures that are ot-

herwise achieved only by some sort of top-down nanofabrication. Due to the specific

lateral size of our nanobeams, the spectral region of the largest extinction contrast

between the insulating and metallic phase is located at the telecommunication wa-

velengths (1260 nm < 𝜆 < 1625 nm [105]). Moreover, the reversible modulation

depth [91] calculated from the experimental data is greater than 9 dB across all

these important wavelengths. Although structurally anisotropic, our metasurface

shows only weak polarization dependence in this spectral region, and what is more,

around telecommunication C-band (1.5 µm) it is virtually isotropic. A device with

such a high extinction contrast and broad bandwidth is highly desirable for many
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Fig. 9: (a) Measured and (b) simulated extinction spectra of the epitaxial VO2 nanobeam

layer for incident-light polarization along (dashed lines) or across (solid lines) the nanobe-

ams for both insulating state of VO2 (RT, blue lines) and the metallic state (80 ∘C, red

lines). The inset in (b) shows in-plane (x–y) and out-of-plane (x–z ) maps of electric field

intensity enhancement in the metallic nanobeam layer at the LSPR wavelength. Adapted

from [102].

applications in the field of optical modulation, as these attributes are crucial for

high signal-transmission capacity, better resistance to noise, and longer achievable

distances [106]. Although in our experiments the modulation is performed using

inherently slow external heating, it has been already demonstrated that the phase

transition in VO2 can be induced by optical pulses on ultrafast time scales [96], as

discussed also in the previous section.
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5 PLASMONICS AND

ELECTROCHEMISTRY

All the previous pages revolved around two fundamental components of plasmonics

— electrons and light. We discussed how they interact and which extraordinary out-

comes can their interactions produce. But there is yet another relevant topic which

has not been discussed here. It is the field of chemistry, where both electrons and

photons play a very important role. From the most fundamental view, chemistry

deals with interactions (bonds) amongst compounds of matter (atoms and molecu-

les). These interactions are, almost universally, of electromagnetic origin, and thus

electrons and photons naturally participate in them. It is symbolical that one of the

founding fathers of the theory of electromagnetism, Michael Faraday, significantly

contributed also to the field of electrochemistry [107]. In line with this fact is an

expectation that electrochemical studies could benefit from utilization of plasmonic

materials and modern nanofabrication techniques. Successful examples include use

of carbon nanotubes for signal amplification [108] or of metallic NPs for electro-

chemical detection of single base DNA mismatches [109]. Recently, electrochemical

methods exploiting unique properties of nanostructured electrodes from TiO2 also

appeared [110, 111]. TiO2 is not plasmonic in a traditional sense of the word, but

as a renowned photocatalytic material it inherently unites electrons and photons

as well. In this chapter, we will expand on this interesting partnership and take

a closer look on utilization of plasmonic effects for photochemistry — we will pre-

sent a collection of data from electrochemical experiments on electrodes covered by

semiconductor nanotubes (NTs) decorated with gold nanoparticles.

5.1 Studies combining plasmonics

and electrochemistry

When plasmonics comes together with electrochemistry, two combinations of the

probing perturbation and the measured response can be investigated. In the first

class of experiments, often called “spectro-electrochemistry”, the optical response

is measured while the system is pushed out of equilibrium by changing its electro-

chemical potential. This can be done by adding chemically active species [112,113]

or, more often, by application of a voltage bias [114]. Electrochemistry can be

combined with vibrational spectroscopies (IR [115] or Raman [116–118]) or with

photoluminescence [119, 120]. (Electro)chemical properties can be also indirectly

determined from plasmon-related features of the absorption or scattering spectra.
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Since the earliest reports of tuning LSPR wavelengths by applied voltage [121,122],

spectro-electrochemistry has been used for analysis of nanoparticle charging [114]

and ongoing chemical reactions [123, 124]. It has also been considered for sensing

applications [125–127]. Recently, spectro-electrochemical studies were performed

also with single particle resolution [128–130]. That enabled observation of effects

which were previously smeared out by ensemble averaging and it even raised some

questions about interpretation of the previously published results [131–133].

The second class of investigations goes the other way around. The studied system

is perturbed by a light pulse and its electrical response (photovoltage or photocur-

rent) is measured. Studies of this kind are often classified as “photo-electrochemical”.

Historically, these experiments were used for elucidation of charge-separation ef-

fects in semiconductors for solar energy harvesting [134,135]. Later, they were also

utilized in investigations of plasmonic photocatalysis and photosensitization sche-

mes [136]. In the context of this work it is very important that these methods are

inherently suitable also for analysis of the hot-electron effects [137–139], especially

with respect to the direct activation of chemical transformations by them [140–145].

In all these studies and applications, the interface effects and electronic envi-

ronment (band structure) critically influence the consequences of hot-electron exci-

tations. Below, a study of hot-electron effects in a system composed of WS2 NTs

decorated with Au NPs will be presented. We chose WS2 as a representative of a

modern class of 2D materials, transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), which have

many interesting optical and electronic properties, and which have been proposed as

potentially useful for electrochemical sensing and photocatalysis. Our goal was to

study how presence of photoexcited Au NPs influences photochemistry on electrodes

covered by such plasmonically active NTs.

5.2 Hot-electron photochemistry on WS2 nanotu-

bes decorated with gold nanoparticles

Two types of solid-state contacts can arise at metal–semiconductor interfaces: ohmic

and non-ohmic. Ohmic contacts have virtually zero potential barrier at the interface

and they thus allow a flow of charge across the junction in both directions (they are

non-rectifying). They have naturally very low resistance, which results in low power

dissipation, and are therefore critical for performance and reliability of electronic

devices. For many metal–semiconductor junctions, however, there exists a potential

barrier significantly higher than the thermal energy of electrons, which leads to

depletion of semiconductor’s charge carriers near the interface and to the rectifying

(non-ohmic) effect on the flowing currents (see Fig. 10). The height of this so-called
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Schottky barrier ΦB depends on the electron affinity of the semiconductor, on the

work function of the metal, but also on the microscopic details of the junction

morphology (presence of interface bonds, defects, etc.). Although unwanted and

detrimental for some applications, the rectifying function of the Schottky barrier

is very useful in many devices that act like diodes. In the context of hot-electron

photochemistry, the Schottky barrier is used to prevent recombination of the hot

electrons with the hot holes [146–148]. That way, their lifetime is significantly

increased and they can be utilized to drive chemical reactions or to sensitize the

nearby materials [149–151]. Electrochemistry is an excellent tool to study such

effects because it allows to tune the height of the Schottky barrier by application of

voltage bias and to detect the photovoltage or photocurrent at the same time.

Here, we study the metal–semiconductor system of Au NPs on top of WS2 na-

notubes. WS2 is a representative of a class of semiconductors named transition

metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), which have become frequently studied especially

due to existence of their 2D monolayer allotropes [152–155]. Unlike a prototypi-

cal 2D monolayer graphene, TMDs offer a direct band gap [156–158] and strong

spin–orbit coupling [159], which render them potentially useful for applications in

electronics [160] and valley physics [161]. TMDs have also their own inherent elec-

trochemistry [162, 163] and have been proposed as a potentially useful material for

electrochemical sensing [164,165] or technical applications [166].

In our study, we use WS2 in the form of multi-wall nanotubes, which offer very

high surface-to-mass ratio and can be easily synthesized in large quantities [168].

The NTs have usually between 5–20 walls, they are 1–20µm long and 30–200 nm in

diameter (see Fig. 11). Unlike carbon NTs or NTs of various oxides, the WS2 NTs

consist of an outer layer of sulphur atoms, which are particularly suited for linking

with noble metals due to formation of relatively strong sulphide bonds [169]. To de-

corate the NTs by Au NPs we followed the method described in Ref. [170]. Briefly,

Fig. 10: Band diagram for a metal–semiconductor junction with the Schottky barrier.

The Fermi levels 𝐸F in both materials are equilibrated, 𝐸V is the valence band edge, 𝐸C

is the conduction band edge, ΦB is the Schottky barrier height.
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Fig. 11: (a,b) Structure models of WS2 NTs. Sulphur – yellow, tungsten – blue. (a)

Single-wall NT is composed of a WS2 monolayer only. (b) Multi-wall NT is composed of

bulk inner walls and a bilayer outer wall. Adapted from [167]. (c) TEM image of a typical

multi-wall WS2 NT. Image courtesy of Ing. Lukáš Kacht́ık.

we took the WS2 NTs provided by R. Tenne (Weizmann Institute of Science, Is-

rael), resuspended them in isopropyl alcohol for target concentration of 0.65 mM

and sonicated for 2 min. The prepared suspension was added into a boiling aqueous

solution of chloroauric acid and boiled for additional 3 min under vigorous stirring.

The whole reaction mixture was then let to cool down to room temperature while

still stirred. Note that the HAuCl4/WS2 molar ratio was adjusted to values bet-

ween 1:20 and 1:5 in order to obtain the required mean Au NP size between 5 and

15 nm, respectively (see Fig. 12). For electrochemical investigations it was necessary

to immobilize the decorated NTs onto a conductive substrate. We decided to use

commercial glass slides covered by 120 nm of indium tin oxide (ITO, Delta Techno-

logies). The thin film of ITO acts as a conductive layer (declared sheet resistance

of 5–15 Ω�−1) while it is still optically transparent and thus usable for spectrosco-

pic studies. Note that prior to the drop-casting deposition of the control samples

with bare WS2 NTs, the glass slides were treated by Ar/O2 plasma to lower their

hydrophobicity. This was not necessary for NTs decorated by Au NPs.

We used these two characteristics to assess the ITO electrodes modified by

AuNP@WS2 NTs and we compare them with the reference measurements on (i)

a bare ITO electrode, (ii) an ITO electrode covered by two densities of as-received

WS2 NTs without Au NPs, and (iii) an ITO electrode covered by colloidal gold NPs

using a simple drop casting method (see Fig. 13). From the experimental results,

several important details about our system can be deduced. First, it seems like the

kinetics of the Ru complex is almost insensitive to the differences between our test

electrodes. Both the peak current and separation are characteristic of the system

with very good reversibility. This is most probably a consequence of Ru complex

being considered as a prototypical outer-sphere system, mostly insensitive to the
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Fig. 12: SEM images of ITO electrodes covered by drop-casted nanotubes or nanoparti-

cles. (a) Bare as-received NTs. (b) 20 nm gold colloidal NPs (c) NT decorated by approx.

15 nm Au NPs. (d) NT decorated by approx. 8 nm Au NPs.

surface properties of our electrodes. The same should apply also for the Fc system,

but its outer-sphere character has been recently questioned [171, 172]. This would

lead to possible reversible adsorption, which can be one of the reasons for larger

variability observed in experiments with the Fc and Fe redox systems. There, the

main observation is that the presence of WS2 NTs enhances the electron transfer

and also seems to increase the electroactive surface area. Higher surface density of

the NTs then only strengthens these two effects. When we modify the ITO sub-

strate by commercially available colloidal gold NPs (BBI Solutions, diameter 20 nm,

stabilized by citrate), we observe a similar behaviour. In some cases, the peak cur-

rents were even higher than in the case of the electrodes with WS2 NTs, and the

reversibility approached the aforementioned limit of 57 mV. Note, that the use of

Au NPs, however, leads to a smaller available potential window because gold tends

to oxidize at potentials beyond approx. 0.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl [173]. Surprisingly,

the use of the ultimate electrode composed of the WS2 NTs decorated by Au NPs

caused in almost all cases a significant decrease of the peak currents and a very

sluggish electron transfer. We ascribe this fact to a lower number of reactive sites

on the surface of the decorated NTs, as the Au NPs are formed preferentially on
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Fig. 13: (a,b,c) Peak currents 𝑖p and (d,e,f) peak separations Δ𝐸p as functions of the

square root of voltage scan rate. The data were extracted from CVs on several types of

electrodes (see the legend) with the three redox systems (labelled in the corners).
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the sulfide-terminated surface defects and thus block those very favourable reaction

sites [170].

Having established the basic electrochemical properties of our hybrid electro-

des and their individual constituents, we carried out also the photo-electrochemical

experiments to further investigate the hot-electron effects. Cyclic voltammetry is

not an optimal method for this purpose because it is a dynamic technique, and

as such it is influenced by both faradaic (i.e., connected with chemical conversion)

and non-faradaic processes [174]. Indeed, the results of CV experiments with and

without illumination (not shown) did not provide much information about intrica-

cies of the photoexcitation process. The general trends in all samples at all scan

rates were slightly increased peak currents and negligibly smaller peak separations.

More details were obtained using static electrochemical methods, represented by

chronoamperometry (CA) and open circuit potential (OCP) measurements.

The OCP measurements exhibited strong dependence on the illumination in-

tensity, wavelength, and the electrode composition. To accentuate the observed

photovoltage steps and to enable their rapid comparison, the dark background was

subtracted from all measured OCP curves to get the ∆OCP which is plotted in

Fig. 14. We also performed several control experiments on the individual electrode

components — (i) bare ITO electrode, (ii) ITO covered by colloidal Au NPs, and

(iii) ITO covered by WS2 NTs with no Au NPs on top:

(i) Photovoltage steps on bare ITO electrodes were negative in all four soluti-

ons (KCl + three redox probes) and the ITO substrate thus behaved like an n-type

semiconductor with a small Schottky barrier (Fig. 14a–b). These measured steps

will constitute the background charge-separating capacity of our electrodes without

any NTs or NPs. In blank KCl, the step magnitude was proportional to the photon

energy (red 650 nm = 1.91 eV, green 532 nm = 2.33 eV, blue 450 nm = 2.75 eV).

With the redox probes in the electrolyte, the magnitude of the steps generally de-

creased. The mechanism we put forward is a photo-excitation from mid-gap surface

states of the ITO towards its conduction band. In that case, the holes left behind

would participate in some sort of oxidation reaction (most probably the oxygen evo-

lution reaction) and the photovoltage would gradually build up on the electrode.

When the redox probes are present in the solution, they constitute a “sink” for the

electrons because their equilibrium redox potentials are approximately on the same

level or more negative than the Fermi level of ITO (Fig. 14c). This would naturally

lower the amount of separated charge carriers and thus also the photovoltage, as

observed in the experiment.

(ii) On the control samples covered by colloidal Au NPs, we again observed ex-

clusively negative photovoltages (Fig. 14d–e). The results for the green and red laser

illumination were very similar to the bare ITO electrodes. This can be reasonably
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Fig. 14: Photovoltage steps measured on the three control samples in 0.1M KCl (a,d,g)

and in 0.1mM Fc in 0.1M KCl (b,e,h). The samples consisted of a bare ITO substrate

(a–c), ITO covered by colloidal Au NPs (d–f), and ITO covered by WS2 NTs with no

Au NPs on top (g–i). Each colour line corresponds to a separate experiment, where the

electrode was illuminated by a 60mW laser of the respective wavelength, as described

in the main text (10 s pulses are denoted by the grey shading). Note that the scales

of all figures are the same. (c,f,i) Schematic band structures of the control samples with

approximate Fermi levels (dashed lies), band gaps and work functions — all drawn in scale

according to the literature data [175–177]. The laser photon energies (solid rectangles) or

corresponding hot-electron distributions in gold (hollow rectangles) are also shown with

appropriate colours and sizes.
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explained by the presence of ohmic contact between the gold and ITO. Without the

Schottky barrier, nothing prevents the fast recombination of electrons and holes, and

the photovoltage naturally cannot be established. An interesting situation appea-

red, however, with the blue laser illumination, where we observed almost twice as

high ∆OCP compared to the bare ITO. We ascribe this effect to plasmon-mediated

photo-oxidation of the citrate surfactant on the surface of NPs [178, 179]. It can

be interpreted as follows. The illumination by blue light leads to the inter-band

excitation of electrons in gold and to the rich population of hot holes. The hot holes

would then be consumed during the citrate oxidation, the recombination process

would be hampered, and the large number of electrons left behind would contribute

to the more negative photovoltage. If any of the three redox probes were present in

the electrolyte, however, they would get quickly reduced by the hot electrons. This

would counteract the voltage build-up and naturally cause the ∆OCP magnitude to

fall down. The opposite process (oxidation of the redox complex by the hot holes)

seems to be less likely, probably due to lower overlap between their distribution and

distribution of the oxidized redox states. Also note that the influence of the citrate

oxidation should not be permanent as it is an irreversible reaction with a limited

number of reactants.

(iii) On the control samples covered only by WS2 NTs, i.e. without any plasmonic

elements, the results for the green and blue laser closely follow the aforementioned

background contribution of the ITO substrate itself (Fig. 14g–i). This is understan-

dable because the energy levels from which we assume the electrons get excited are

approximately similar for both ITO and WS2. The situation is different, however,

for the red laser illumination, which leads to clearly positive photovoltage steps.

This can be explained, again, by taking a closer look at the band structure of the

whole system. Because the work function of WS2 NTs is slightly lower [175] than

the work function of ITO [176,177], a Schottky barrier of approximately 0.5 eV will

arise between them. Photons of blue or green light have enough energy so the elec-

trons excited by them from the conduction band of WS2 can overcome the Schottky

barrier, but the 1.9 eV of red laser photons is barely enough. This means that

photoelectrons arising from red illumination must reside on the NTs and it will be

the holes which will be drawn through the space-charge layer of the Schottky barrier

into the ITO substrate. From the same reasons as in the previous cases, the presence

of redox probes pushes the photovoltages to the positive direction. Note also the

transient photovoltages that appeared with the green illumination (Fig. 14h). As

they become even more pronounced in the next experiments, they will be discussed

later below.

After we have identified the effects corresponding to the individual components

of our electrodes, we can proceed to study the outcomes of coupling them together
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Fig. 15: Photovoltage steps measured on the hybrid samples with AuNP@WS2 NTs on

the ITO in (a) 0.1M KCl, and (b,c,d) with the three redox probes added into the base

electrolyte. Each colour line corresponds to a separate experiment, where the electrode

was illuminated by a 60mW laser of the respective wavelength, as described in the main

text (10 s pulses are denoted by the grey shading). Note that the photovoltage scale of

(d) is significantly larger than the rest of the plots. (e) Schematic band structure of the

hybrid sample with equilibrated Fermi levels (dashed line). The Schottky barriers, band

gaps, and work functions are all drawn in scale according to the literature data [175–177].

The laser photon energies exciting the WS2 NTs (solid rectangles) and corresponding hot-

electron distributions in gold (hollow rectangles) are also shown with appropriate colours

and sizes.
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within the system of AuNP@WS2 NTs on the ITO substrate. For these hybrid

samples, we observed exclusively positive photovoltages in all four electrolytes (see

Fig. 15a–d). This fact can be explained by the presence of two Schottky barriers:

one between gold and WS2, and another between WS2 and ITO (Fig. 15e). The

appearance of positive photovoltage and related behaviour of photoelectrons in the

NTs have been discussed above. Here, this effect is significantly enhanced by the

hot electrons of Au NPs. The interband excitation (green and blue lasers) leads to

“lukewarm” electrons close to the Fermi level and to hot holes well below it [180].

The former cannot cross the Schottky barrier (≈ 0.9 eV) and most probably reside

on the NPs, while the latter can be efficiently captured by the NTs and transpor-

ted to the ITO. This synergy then leads to the observed positive photovoltage, as

opposed to the control samples. Illumination by the red laser, on the other hand,

should lead to the intraband excitation of hot electrons in gold. These should have

enough energy to pass over the Schottky barriers and thus neutralize the positive

photovoltage. Surprisingly, we have observed not only the opposite effect, but even

an enhanced one, compared to the other two laser colours. We put forward an expla-

nation based on the finite life-time of the hottest charge carriers and the resulting

limited transport distance, which have been already predicted by some theoretical

works [181, 182]. If that scenario took place, the initial wide step-like distribution

of hot electrons would quickly decay into the narrow one located close to the Fermi

energy earlier than they could be harvested. No matter whether this would happen

before or after they cross the first Schottky barrier to the WS2, the large number of

hot electrons would reside on the AuNP@WS2 NTs and, therefore, could result in

the enhanced photovoltages that were observed in the experiments.

Interesting results were also acquired in the experiments involving redox probes.

The presence of Fc and Fe redox systems does not result in the shift of photovoltages

towards more positive values, like it was the case with the control samples, but it

has an opposite effect instead. Moreover, the ∆OCP steps tend to exhibit a strong

transient behaviour with a sharp raise and a slow exponential decrease towards a

steady-state value. Similar behaviour has been linked with the presence of recom-

bination centres, mainly in the form of surface states [183, 184]. As was mentioned

above, the Au NPs grow on the NTs preferentially on the sites with defects. It is

thus more than probable that these defects play a role in the charge carrier recom-

bination on the interface between gold and WS2. Yet another intriguing situation

arises when the Ru redox couple is used in the photovoltage experiments on these

electrodes. The ∆OCP steps are then substantially higher when compared to the

other three electrolytes, especially under the red illumination. Why these effects

manifest themselves only for the certain combinations of sample, electrolyte, and

laser colour, remains enigmatic at this stage. The most probable explanation is rela-
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ted to the parameters beyond our control, that is, to the interplay between amount

of surface defects and exact values of Fermi levels on one side, and varying surface

sensitivities and redox potentials of the redox probes on the other. Moreover, the

detailed analysis of the photovoltage steps revealed that the aforementioned tran-

sients can go even below the value of dark OCP in some cases (see Fig. 15b). This

suggests there are two competing processes at play, which are initiated by the light

pulses — one prevailing at shorter time scales, the other one dominating after a

couple of seconds.

In order to further investigate the underlying mechanisms, we also performed a

set of chronoamperometric experiments, where the photocurrent steps are measured

under intermittent illumination after the background “Cottrell” current decreased

down to a negligible value. This technique gives complementary information to

the OCP measurements, with an extra degree of freedom in the form of the possible

voltage bias applied to the working electrode. The large amount of data acquired for

both the control samples and the hybrid samples, unfortunately did not provide any

conclusive evidence for the mechanism behind the aforementioned anomalous effects.

In particular, there were several abnormal peaks which could not be assigned to any

distinctive property of the electrolyte or the sample. Together with the irregularities

in the OCP measurements, these results lead to several concluding remarks about

the hybrid electrode system studied here.

The nanostructured electrodes, represented here by the transparent conductive

substrate covered by metal–semiconductor nanostructures, proved to be beneficial

for both signal enhancement and improved reversibility. Via photocurrent and pho-

tovoltage measurements, we were able to identify several aspects of charge carrier

transport across the Schottky barriers of such structures. Moreover, we showed

that with the appropriate wavelength control, different behaviour of interband and

intraband hot electrons can be investigated. Unfortunately, the limiting factor of

our study is the insufficient reproducibility of the electrode morphology, as even

with the highest care the drop-casting method inevitably leads to a certain degree

of inhomogeneity in surface coverage. Moreover, the size and shape of the Au NPs

on the surface of the NTs has also a non-zero distribution. With electrodes of better

quality and/or reproducibility, the studies of this type may provide valuable infor-

mation about the nature of photochemical processes facilitated by the hot electrons

or about details of hot-electron photosensitization in energy-harvesting schemes.
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This thesis began with a description of the extraordinary properties of surface plas-

mons like field confinement and enhancement, strong scattering and absorption, and

the strong dependence of plasmonic resonances on the material properties and sy-

stem geometry. These features are the cornerstones of many practical applications

of plasmonics, which were reviewed in the second chapter. We also introduced the

concept of metal nanostructures acting as optical nanoantennas and the main nano-

fabrication techniques which are used for their production.

Several potential research avenues emerged from the detailed description of these

fields. First, it is the fact that plasmonic nanostructures can influence the polari-

zation of light from a nearby nanoscale emitter. In the combined experimental a

theoretical study, we showed at the single-particle level that plasmon-modulated up-

conversion emission gets polarized according to the mutual relationship between the

plasmonic modes of the nanostructure and the emission bands of the upconverting

nanocrystals. Because our hybrid nanostructures were able to permeate through

a cell membrane, they turn out to be a promising candidate for nonlinear fluores-

cent probes in high-contrast bioimaging applications. In even broader sense, the

presented results raise a question whether this principle can be applied also to other

combinations of quantum emitters and plasmonic nanostructures. Single-photon

emitters like vacancy centres in diamond or hexagonal boron nitride are the princi-

pal component of quantum photonic computation technology. If the similar effects

like those described here hold for them as well, plasmonic nanostructures could be-

come a tool for manipulating the polarization — and therefore also spins — of the

individual photons.

The second type of impact plasmonic nanostructures have on scattered light

waves is the phase profile it imprints on them. This is the fundamental working

principle of all plasmonic metasurfaces. In our work, we showed that digital holo-

graphic microscopy is an excellent method suitable for quantitative visualization of

this effect. It enables evaluation of the scattered phase in the whole field of view

of an optical microscope at rates limited only by the camera specifications. When

coupled with a spectrally tunable light source and a computer-driven stage, it also

makes possible to create spectrally resolved 3D phase maps. In the future, it would

be more than desirable to upgrade the measurement setup by a set of polarizing

elements like polarizers, half-wave plates or quarter-wave plates. This would allow

also for analysis of an increasingly popular class of metasurfaces based on the prin-

ciple of geometric (Pancharatnam-Berry) phase. The extension out of the visible
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spectral range is also feasible, provided that the suitable optical components are

used. Overall, the reported qualities of the digital off-axis holography establish it

as a powerful imaging technique with a potential to become a versatile tool in the

metamaterial research.

The next subject of discussion was the issue of active tunability of the metasurfa-

ces. One of the methods how tunability and switching can be incorporated into me-

tasurfaces is utilization of phase-change materials than can undergo metal–insulator

transition. We therefore elaborated on the archetypal phase-change material, va-

nadium dioxide. Two studies involving this material were presented. In the first

one, the VO2 served as an active substrate for plasmonic nanodiscs and the whole

system acted like an optical-frequency analogue of memristive memory devices. In

the second study, the VO2 in the form of epitaxially grown nanobeams was itself the

plasmonic building block of the metasurface. The demonstrated large modulation

depth as well as the quarter-wave plate functionality render this self-assembled me-

tasurface very interesting for practical applications in the near-infrared wavelength

range. The natural extension of this work would be preparation of other types of

VO2 nanostructures without the time-intensive nanofabrication processes. Isolated

hemispherical nanoparticles, which can act as nanoantennas, can be created by anne-

aling of a continuous VO2 film. A more sophisticated approach resides in utilization

of epitaxial growth on a 3-fold symmetric surface of c-cut sapphire, which could

lead to emergence of 3-fold symmetric nanostructures. These would then closely

resemble the V-shaped nanoantennas, a classical metasurface building block.

The last part of this thesis was devoted to the relationship between plasmonics

and electrochemistry. The common ground of these two fields has been established

and fundamentals of electrochemistry were introduced. This involved the solid-state-

physics picture of electrochemical processes, description of driving forces in the elec-

trochemical experiments, and a brief review of the studies uniting plasmonics and

electrochemistry. The point was to provide the necessary foundation for a study de-

voted to hot-electron photochemistry on a plasmonically active metal–semiconductor

electrodes. We showed that the presence of semiconducting transition-metal nano-

tubes can increase the electroactive surface area and improve the electron transfer

rates. The presented results also establish electrochemical methods as a useful tool

for analysis of hot-electron effects. Chronoamperometry and open circuit potential

measurements, in particular, both provide information about the electronic struc-

ture of the hybrid electrodes and are sensitive to the photochemical and plasmonic

effects too. Although the mechanism of hot-electron transfer in the system studied

here was not fully clarified, the experiments helped to identify the possibilities that

remain to be investigated: (i) One avenue for future investigation is use of larger

variety of redox probes that would exhibit a larger range of redox potentials. This
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would enable broader tuning of the system’s Fermi energies and it could also cla-

rify the sensitivity of the redox probes towards surface chemistry. Wider range of

laser wavelengths would also improve our understanding of the system, especially

in the case of sub-band-gap excitation. (ii) Second topic of future investigation is

represented by temperature effects. Although the low laser powers used here were

shown to raise the overall temperature of the system only insignificantly and despite

the presence of media with large thermal conductivity, the possibility of creation

of temperature hot spots have not been disproved in this work. The presence of

nanoscale temperature hot spots could lead to increase reaction rates, faster diffu-

sion and thus contribute to the photochemical effects. (iii) Third open question is

related to the presence of citrate surfactant on the surface of gold nanoparticles in

the case of control samples. The absolute energy levels of this molecule are not very

well known and thus demand further verification. The preparation of control sam-

ples without surfactant on the surface of nanoparticles is challenging as one must

abstain from using colloidal solution yet the conventional thin film deposition and

temperature-assisted dewetting cannot be performed for the reasons of substrate

stability. The control of size distribution in that case is also very limited. (iv) The

last vital piece of information are the work functions of the individual components

of our hybrid electrodes. The absolute positions of the Fermi levels of WS2, gold,

or indium tin oxide are crucial for the Schottky barrier formation and thus also

strongly influence the energetic landscape for the hot electrons generated by surface

plasmon decay. Therefore, ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy or Kelvin probe

force microscopy are highly desirable complementary techniques for analyses like

this. Together with the issue of fabrication reproducibility, these aspects are often

neglected in the contemporary studies regarding hot electron effects. To meet these

challenging requirements is not an easy task. Hopefully, the results presented in this

dissertation made it easier for those who will try to tackle them.
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